**The Leadership Cafe**

**what**
An open, welcoming, and informal network of colleagues — all with the common goal of becoming better leaders and connecting with others from diverse backgrounds

**who**
Current, emerging, and aspiring leaders from every area of the University — No prior experience necessary, but a desire to lead and grow are required

**why**
Break through silos, solve problems, benefit from a diverse set of voices and perspectives, produce real outcomes, and empower employees

**when**
Quarterly meeting of the Leadership Café with a Steering Committee that will meet more frequently to determine the direction of the initiative

**how**
Small group discussions, formal presentations, speakers, panel discussions, or workshop models

**Steering Committee**
Adrienne Chiozzi
Josiah Gonzales
Ravi Jain
Bill Murphy
Hannah Ha
Mike Leone
Allison Reilly
Beth Emery
Fawyn Herd
Shawn McShay

Interested? Murphywb@bc.edu